
Community of 
Photography Resources 
StudioShare.org™ creates a 
community of photographers 
that is far more flexible and 
affordable than traditional 
photographers’ rental models. It 
reduces the cost of ownership for 
equipment and studio space, 
while creating a pool of resources 
for photographers to draw from, 
no matter where they are or 
what type of equipment they 
need.

What is StudioShare.org™
In the world of professional photo-
graphy, there are thousands of hours of 
idle time in photographer-owned 
studios, and many pieces of equipment 
sit unused for large parts of the month. 
Meanwhile, colleagues are wishing for 
their own studio space, or looking to 
rent that specific lens for the day so they 
can complete a new project. 
StudioShare.org™ brings these groups 
together for a professional business 
platform with a communal spirit that 
allows the rental of studio space, 
equipment and even professional 
services.

Studio and equipment owners can 
monetize their idle space or equipment, 
while photographers can rent what they 
need without paying the high fees of 
traditional rental companies. This 
community-owned photo rental model 
allows photographers to offset the high 
costs of maintaining their equipment 
and studio. 

StudioShare.org™ as a 
Professional Business Tool

StudioShare.org™ provides a level of 
professionalism that is brand new for 
the photography industry. There is no 
anonymity and payments are 
guaranteed. StudioShare.org™ takes 
care of the credit card processing and 
collection of payment ahead of the 
rental. All scheduling, rental requests 
and messaging are done through the 
StudioShare.org™ platform, and 
customizable statements provide 
information on income and expenses 
that make incorporating the rental 
income into your business accounting 
extremely easy.

StudioShare.org™ also makes listing 
and renting resources simple. Studio and 
resource owners and collaborators list 
their resources by filling out online 

forms that allow them to give specific 
details, down to whether an iPod dock is 
available at their studio, and to upload 
photos of their spaces. For equipment 
listing, the innovative GearFinder allows 
photographers to choose from a list of 
popular equipment and automatically 
fills in descriptions, provides a photo of 
the equipment, and even suggests a 
competitive price for the rental.

Resources at Your Fingertips

The process of renting studio space or 
equipment, or hiring professional 
services from makeup artists or other 
industry professionals is straightforward 
with StudioShare.org’s™ intuitive search 
feature. Tons of detail is provided for 
each piece of equipment and studio, so 
renters know exactly what they are 
getting. 

When a photographer seeking a studio 
or piece of equipment finds what he 
likes, he simply sends a request to the 
owner of the resource to rent it at a 
specific time. The owner, who can check 
out the photographer’s profile, portfolio, 
and even proof of insurance, replies 
back, and StudioShare.org™ 
automatically takes the payment. After 
the rental is completed, the payment is 
sent automatically to the resource 
owner, who doesn’t have to manage a 
collection process.

Contact Info:

Email: service@studioshare.org
Phone: 1-888-321-6974

www.studioshare.org


